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Abstract 

With development in the retail market and online utilization in India's economy, there's huge opportunity for E- shopping. 

Considering the objective to endure and surpass need during this situation, online retailers have chance to understand buyer 

preference to tailor their goods to guarantee consumer loyalty. This contemporary and customer friendly shopping might be a 

developing pattern among individuals, particularly the technically sound twenty to thirty year olds who consider that proper 

utilization of resources is essential to ensure good E- shopping experience. This survey was attempted to find a association 

between three factors – consumer vigilance, purchase experience and its impact on their satisfaction in E-based shopping. The 

sample for this survey was college graduates in Pune city from whom 225 replies out of 240 sent were utilized for model 

testing. The results affirms the positive relationship between the three factors – consumer vigilance, purchase experience and 

satisfaction.  
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Introduction:  

E-based shopping is purchasing goods using online tools. It offers a plenty of product to customers and to business owners 

(Guo June and Noor, 2011). Indian buyers are taking online retail in a big way. The goal of this study is to understand the 

factors which impact E- shopping. Internet shopping is that way through which buyer can purchase products or service straight 

forwardly by going online. Prior to purchase, online customers visit to shopping site by using laptop, which is time taking for 

sitting in front of internet site. Presently advanced mobile phones assume a powerful function to connect to internet. Presently 

all things considered at office, or home buyer are frequently in-tuned with internet shopping sites. It’s essentially in light of the 

fact that straight forward use of E-tools at whatever point he/she feels extra time, he/she can arrange. Before use of smart 

telephones internet was utilized uniquely on laptop or PC, which are fixed at a particular spot. Accordingly to utilize internet 

he/she must sit in front of those. Because of innovative and advanced mobile phones and tablet, anybody now can without 

much of a stretch access the internet on these gadgets. It turns out to be more appropriate to use internet anyplace whenever. 

Additionally individuals discover more chance to spend on internet shopping because of ubiquity and direct access of net on 

advanced mobiles, also in support to this different organizations additionally launch their goods through E-stores. 

Conventional shopping has few restrictions like-fix timing for buyers to spend in market, in the event that good isn't chosen at 

one shop, at that point they need to go to look it into different shops inside the market. However, at E-shopping numerous 

options are accessible at a single tick. Additionally buyer can shop goods late night after available time. Also, E- shopping 

gives buyer the 24 hour place to purchase . Additionally if an individual goes from one place to other he can use its opportunity 

to purchase online.  

Today, 4 G has increased the speed of internet, which make quicker accessibility of net surfing. Presently customer can choose 

different shopping sites at a particular time. Before 4 G speed the exchange in financial service was moderate and some way or 

another intruded. Which caused disappointment of purchases made hence buyer used avoid to get on the internet. Presently E- 

banking is more safe about and more secure accordingly buyer experience and has made sure about and security in online 

exchanges. (Wu, J. H., and Wang, S. C., 2005)  

 

Indian retail industry: 

Economic Development, expanding pay scale levels, urbanization, changes in preference and customer inclinations, is setting 

off outstanding development of E-retail market in Indian. Its improvement is basic in metropolitan urban areas and metros, 

likewise as in Tier-II and Tier-III urban communities. A Boston Consulting Group study says, a utilization of about US$ 400 

billion by 2025 driving India to be the world's third biggest shopper economy. India's retail market is anticipated to reach out 

by 60% by 2020.  

 

Buyer Perspective on E Shopping:   

Shopping on the internet gives various advantages because of which more individuals incline toward purchasing things online 

over going into physical stores. Few reasons why individuals incline toward this mode are convenience, as shopping are 

regularly done whenever, anyplace that suits the client's solace, consequently sparing time, exertion and along these lines the 

difficulties of crowded shopping places (Sanjeev et el, 2014). More goods options in a single area from a bunch of goods and 
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makes from various vendors (Ashwini et el, 2016). Price comparison are simpler and the feedback from other buyers are also 

available (Ashwini et. el, 2016)  

 

Need for Consumer Vigilance: 

For every one of its advantages, as it may, E- shopping has its own shortfalls. Online frauds are increasing, and hackers are 

progressively advanced in their techniques for e fraud. Since buyers aren't prepared to assess the merchants and merchandise 

vis-à-vis , E- shopping additionally presents internal dangers which might be product risk brought about by appealing on the 

internet surveys, low quality or flawed goods, monetary danger which will come about because of wrong claims on expenses 

or absence of secure framework in online payment protection hazard like phishing or misrepresentation. In order to make sure 

about the advantages offered by online shopping and to deflect risk, buyers has the chance to avoid potential risk by practicing 

vigilance. Buyer reasonability are regularly practiced by shopping on the internet just gathering and not on a public PC, which 

can be contaminated with malware; purchasing is made from authorised retailers, utilizing safe payment alternatives, cautious 

survey of terms and return/exchange policy.  

 

Importance of study  

India, the second in the world has 34 percent twenty to thirty year olds who earn for their family units (Rajagopalan et al, 

2018). Its development as a buyer economy is fastened by the youthful population, expanding education and salary and 

lifestyle. This in fact savvy youthful portion, with the catalytic intensity of simple accessibility of rapid internet including an 

appealing and helpful contributions inside the E- business, are driving significant shifts from conventional to present day 

internet shopping. (Lu et al, 2016; Joshua Lu, 2016). To avoid misuse of the good things of e-shopping offered by the online 

media, customers need to ensure safety while setting orders on the internet and making on the e-payment. With India prepared 

for growth in online shopping and along these lines the recent college graduates being reactant during this fast development. 

This survey tries to find the propensities, process and hence the satisfaction of twenty to thirty year olds while shopping on the 

internet.  

 

Objectives: 

1] To know about the young graduates shopping experience. 

2] To study the consumer vigilance, their purchase experience and its effect on their satisfaction. 

3] To develop and test model for relationship between consumer vigilance, purchase experience and satisfaction. 

 

Review of literature: 

Buyer experience in E-shopping might be a complex socio-specialized event. Earlier examinations have recognized different 

elements that influence online shoppers experience.  

Koufaris (2002) underscored on two viewpoints that impact online buyer shopping experience. Initially, as a standard 

customer, it's critical to ensure a good shopping experience for the E-customer. Also, personally, both the online plan and the 

shopper's web skills assume a significant part to ensure smooth activity processing. Pavlou (2003) proposed an online business 

acceptance model and then Pavlou and Fygenson (2006) approved those factors in online shopping. Different factors 

distinguished were - trust, site and product qualities, customer abilities and its resources (time and cash). Tonita et al. (2004) in 

their study noticed the impact of external components like trust and past exposures in E-shopping sites, good qualities, buyers' 

segment and character attributes and situational factors encouraged by customer friendliness and availability in E- shopping. 

Balamurugan, Sathish and Sathyanarayanan (2013) affirmed that buyer's shopping plan is experiencing his expectations with 

respect to customer friendliness and safety of internet risk, danger and product attributes which must be addressed to by e-

sellers. Jayasubramanian et al (2015) while investigating the degree of customer satisfaction in E- shopping, seen that 

notwithstanding various important points, extortion and protection concerns made clients to worry, however local clients put 

forth a effort to ensure secure entries. Yi Jin Lim et al. (2016) inspected the impact of emotional standard (prevailing 

difficulty) and saw usefulness on shopping needs that intercedes online customer experience. Pantos and Pariporas (2016) 

studied that secured online sites uphold buyer's lifestyle with benefits of saving, cash, supporting and quality assistance have 

persuaded increasing number of people to move from conventional shops to e-shopping utilizing desktop and cell phones. 

Clemons et al. (2016) studied Trust observations on the internet sites in developing economies. Their finding showed that 

image of e-seller, reviews and feedback are imperative components in less experienced business sectors. Kothari and 

Maindargi (2016) observed the significance of 5 variables - shopping delight, comfort, security, handiness and cognition 

affected shopper behaviour in Solapur city while shopping on the internet. Khurana S. and Kaur B. (2017) surveyed to know 

the development of buyer social models utilizing various relevant factors. 

 

Gap analysis: Indian consumers are now becoming more IT savvy and they prefer to go for online shopping, but there 

are very few studies conducted in Indian scenario related to online shopping behaviour. Also due to the recent COVID 

pandemic there is an upward change in the E-shopping habit by Indian consumer. Author could not found any research 

on the proposed model considering the young graduates which is the major customer segment as far as E -shopping is 

concern.        

Structural framework for the study  
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A Structural Equation Model (SEM) was developed to know E- shopping experience of young graduate customers. The 

SEM confirms -  

(1) The impact of consumer vigilance on buyer purchase experience  

(2) The association between buyer purchase experience and consumer satisfaction.  

 

Methodology  

Information collection, Sample and Analysis: 

Primary Data: Information for the survey was collected from 240 youthful graduates twenty to thirty year olds in Pune 

utilizing survey. 225 replies that were utilized for the analysis of the survey utilizing IBM AMOS version 21 and SE M. 

Questions were asked to quantify three factors - consumer vigilance, buyer purchase experience and consumer 

satisfaction in E-shopping. Articles from online data were additionally referred to make sure about secondary 

information.  

Secondary Data: Secondary data related to the study was collected from various research papers and the online data 

base.  

 

Scope of the study: This study tried to find the association between consumer vigilance, purchase experience and 

satisfaction among the young graduates.  

 

Limitation of the study:  

Geographical constraints: This study is limited to E-customers from Pune city only. 

 

Results and discussion  

Profile of Respondents  

The profiles of 225 youthful graduates’ respondents were referred for annual income, frequency of  online shopping and 

tools used during the E-shopping. Additionally their E- shopping tendency regarding items shopped, sites and payment 

mode utilized was studied upon. Regarding Annual Income, 5.4 percent were having annual income less than Rs. 

2,50,000, 43.4 percent were between Rs. 2,50,00 and Rs. 5,00,000, 27.3 percent were between Rs. 5,00,000 to Rs. 

10,00,000 and 23.9 percent were above Rs, 10,00,000. Most respondents (37.9 percent) were irregular in internet 

shopping; 29.4. percent shopped at least once per month; 11.2 percent at least once every fortnight and 21.5 percent 

shop online at least once a week. Concerning technological accessibility during the E -shopping, 52 percent respondents 

consistently handle the whole online shopping themselves, whi le 33 percent did frequently; 9.8 percent said sometimes 

and 5.2 percent respondents never took care of their online shopping themselves.  

Table 1 shows that the larger part shopped items online were Apparels and Accessories (74.31 percent) and Mobile 

Phones (48.62 percent), and well known mode for payment is cash on delivery (82.64 percent) and card payment (9.23 

percent). Out of the whole respondents, 66.67 percent respondents had confronted issues while shopping on the 

internet, commonest being delay in delivery (47.62 percent) and quality of product (32.43 per cent).  

Table 1. Online shopping habits of young graduates.  

Table 1.1 Commodities shopped 

Commodities Frequency        (out of 225) Percentage 

Apparels  167 74.31 

Phones 109 48.62 

Reading material 54 23.81 

Electronics goods 107 47.51 

Household products 14 6.51 

Health/nutritional goods  05 2.01 

Ornaments 02 0.73 

Table 1.2 Payment Mode 

Payment mode Frequency (out of 225) Percentage 

Cash On Delivery 186 82.64 

Credit Card 20 09.23 

Debit Card 17 07.67 

Net banking 02 0.46 

Mobile wallet 0 0 

Table 1.3 Problems faced 

Problems faced Frequency (out of 225) Percentage 

Late Delivery 107 47.62 

low Quality of Product 72 32.14 

Damaged product 41 18.19 
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Non-delivery 05 2.05 

Reliability and validity analysis for dimensions in online consumer behaviour: 

Table 2 shows that reliability and consistency using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (Gliem and Gliem., 2003) of the three factors 

of online shopping, measured with Likert- type scales, used in the survey are acceptable for Consumer vigilance and 

Satisfaction (> 0.7 ) and good for consumer purchase Experience (> 0.8). 

Table 2. Reliability Analysis : 

Variables No. of Attributes Cronbach’s Alpha 

Consumer vigilance 19 0.7213 

Buyer purchase experience 15 0.8174 

Customer satisfaction 5 0.7371 

Convergent and Discriminant validity: Convergent validity was assessed by checking the loading of each observed 

indicators on their underlying latent construct. Discriminant validity was determined by the variance extracted value, namely 

whether or not it exceeds the inter-construct correlations associated with that construct. 

Structural equation modelling (sem) of consumer behaviour in e-shopping : 

The SEM factors were, Buyer’s Purchase Experience, Consumer Satisfaction and Consumer Vigilance. The observed 

exogenous variables were, Internet site safety, Payment safety, Product selection and Transaction safety. 

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics: 

Consumer vigilance factors Mean Standard Deviation 

Factor 1 – Internet Safety 

Use of only familiar internet sites 4.112 .812 

Use suggestions from trusted source for online purchase internet sites. 3.916 .886 

Ensure security signs in the internet site before placing order 3.846 1.013 

Use anti-virus software in personal computer system 4.103 1.108 

Use of Public places (like in colleges, coffee shops, etc.) to place online 

orders. 

3.112 1.119 

Factor 2-Payment Safety 

Ensures company contact details  4.123 .812 

Compare prices of products on different sites  4.251 .8141 

Check terms and conditions carefully  4.127 .102 

Use safe payment mode  4.321 .835 

Regularly check statements of personal Debit Card / Credit Card and 

Account status 

3.651 1.116 

Prefer online payment than cash on delivery 2.175 1.234 

Immediately check bank messages for updates of payment 4.118 1.012 

Factor 3 –Product Selection 

Search for a similar product  in other retail outlet before placing online 

order 

3.851 1.102 

Read the reviews before buying 4.123 .862 

Respond to advertisements in pop-ups and website 3.681 1.024 

Compare from different online vendors for the product’s price 3.894 1.075 

Factors 4 –Transaction Safety 

Follow up the progress of online order  4.328 .891 

Keep purchase records for future reference 4.012 1.112 

Ensure safety of personal information while placing orders online  3.982 .953 

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics of Buyer Purchase Experience: 

Buyer’s purchase Experience Mean Standard Deviation 

Factor 1 – Product Satisfaction 

Gets the same product as ordered 4.216 .742 

Satisfactory about quality 3.975 .854 

No damaged product received 3.952 1.052 

Order Tracking is easy and convenient  4.112 1.054 

Factor 2 – Accurate Delivery 

Product(s) received on time 4.112 0864 

The time of delivery was as per convenience 4.103 .872 
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Packing of goods was good 4.213 1.012 

Factor 3 – Safe Payment 

The payment mode is safe & secure 4.415 .857 

The payment mode is convenient 4.176 .896 

No problem of  billing / payment security 3.935 1.127 

Factor 4 – Response for Grievances for faulty goods 

Shopping sites gives proper  support to address grievances 4.249 .851 

Proper redressal of complaint was done  3.792 1.102 

Facility for collection of damaged goods was available 3.982 1.114 

Website gave credit for goods returned 3.982 1.027 

The goods return policy is customer friendly 3.876 1.021 

Table 5. Descriptive Statistics of Consumer Satisfaction: 

Consumer Satisfaction Factor Mean Standard Deviation 

Online shopping is better experience than conventional shops 3.982 .954 

It saves time 4.176 .712 

Cost of goods is less 3.861 .857 

Comparison of prices is available 4.120 .891 

Online Shopping is more convenient than buying in conventional stores 4.012 .876 

 

Figure 1. Structural Equation Model of Consumer Behaviour in E-Shopping; 

 
Table 6. Variables in SEM Analysis 

Variables Unstandardised 

Co-efficient 

S.E Standardised 

Co-efficent 

t 

value 

P value 

Buyer 

Purchase 

Experience 

<--- web site 

Safety 

.558 .161 .269 3.167 <0.001** 

Buyer 

Purchase 

Experience 

<--- Payment 

Safety 

.596 .149 .288 3.312 <0.001** 

Buyer 

Purchase 

Experience 

<--- Product 

Selection 

.613 .217 .223 2.876 0.003** 

Buyer 

Purchase 

Experience 

<--- Transaction 

Safety 

.647 .219 .186 2.268 0.022* 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

<--- Buyer 

Purchase 

Experience 

.247 .027 .613 6.497 <0.001** 

     Note: 1. ** Indicates 1% significant level 

      2. * Indicates 5% significant level 

All the factors; website safety, payment security, product choice, transaction safety and buyer purchase experience  are 

measurably significant as the p-values are lesser than 0.01 The coefficients of all the factors are positive hence showing 

positive effect. We, thus can say that buyer purchase experience will rise by 0.558, 0.596, 0.613 and 0.647 for every 1 

unit increment in web site Safety, Payment Safety, Product Selection and  Transaction Safety. Additionally results 

demonstrate that Consumer Satisfaction is increased by 0.247 for a unit increment in Buyer purchase experience on the 

grounds that the p-value is less than 0.01. In light of standardized coefficient, to ensure grea t Buyer purchase 
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experience, the most significant factor is Payment safety (0.288), then after by web site safety (0.269), and goods 

selection (0.223) the smallest significant is Transaction safety (0.186)  

 

Hypothesis testing: following hypothesis was developed and tested for the study. 

H0: The model does not have a good fit.  

H1: The model has a good fit. 

Table 7. Model fit summary: 

Indices Value Suggested value 

Chi-square value 3.698 - 

P value 0.228 > 0.05 ( Hair et al., 1998) 

GFI 0.971 > 0.90 (Hu and Bentler, 1999) 

AGFI 0.923 > 0.90 ( Hair et al., 2006) 

CFI 0.967 > 0.90 (Daire et al., 2008) 

RMR 0.039 < 0.08 ( Hair et al., 2006) 

RMSEA 0.056 < 0.08 ( Hair et al., 2006) 

Table 7 shows that the determined values for all the criteria are inside the permissible limits. Along these lines, we failed to 

reject Null hypothesis and conclude that the proposed model has a good fit. 

 

Findings and conclusion: 

Results of study were comprised of information from respondent i.e. young college graduates, majority of them having 

an annual income between Rs. 5,00,000 to Rs. 10,00,000. With unpredictable frequencies in online shopping who are 

'actually free' to deal with the whole online buy themselves. Regarding E - shopping tendency, it's seen that the most 

shopped products were apparels and Mobile phones. Mostly used mode for payment is cash on delivery, and the less 

used method is online payment. The objective behind SEM was to quantify consumer satisfaction in E-Shopping. An 

experimental survey was done utilizing information gathered from young graduates twenty to thirty year olds in Pune 

city to take a view at the association among three variables distinguished in particular, Consumer Vigilance, Buyer 

Purchase Experience and Consumer Satisfaction. It's presumed that the proposed model (Figure 1) sufficiently portrays 

Consumer Behavior utilizing the three components. The outcomes show a significant level of reliability of the 

information used in survey and furthermore the proposed model. The component of consumer vigilance enormously 

influences buyer purchase experience which in turn influences the buyer satisfaction. When a buyer gets a good 

shopping experience during a safe internet shopping process, he gets satisfaction. To ensure great shopping experience, 

customers have to practice his/her vigilance to ensure security – the important factor is Payment Safety and Internet site 

Safety. E-sellers should create online system that give safe and good internet shopping experience for buyers with 

productive conveyance frameworks and redressal system. This may additionally support buyer certainty for E shopping 

and boost online sales. Most of respondents had confronted issues while shopping on the internet, the main basic being 

delay in transportation and quality of goods. This shows e-sellers must ensure to design good process to give great 

client support to buyers on the internet.  

 

Future research: 

The survey was conducted for young college graduates in Pune city. Further exploration to investigate the determinants 

of the E-Shopping consumer behaviour in different areas with various segments, using more factors will give better 

comprehension of E-consumer experience. 
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